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GOCE

 

ESA’s GOCE satellite is not only mapping Earth’s gravity with 
unrivalled precision, but is also revealing new insight into air 
density and wind in space. This additional information is expected 
to improve the design and operation of future Earth observation 
missions.
 
Most satellites orbit Earth higher than 400 km. Lower than that 
and atmospheric drag causes them to slow down quickly and 
reenter the atmosphere prematurely.

This posed a problem for the designers of the GOCE mission. 
They needed to fly the satellite much closer to Earth, at around 
270 km, so that the gradiometer instrument could measure tiny 
variations in the gravity field with high precision.

The solution was to equip the satellite with an electric ion engine. This novel system continuously generates tiny 
thrusts to compensate for the drag GOCE experiences as it orbits through the remnants of Earth’s atmosphere.  
 

 

Air density from GOCE

The design has proven to work extremely well and this extraordinary satellite has been making measurements for 
more than three years.

What was considered a complication at the design stage of the mission has now become an opportunity for further 
scientific investigation.

A team led by Delft University of Technology in the Netherlands is combining GOCE accelerometer 
measurements with data on the activation of the ion thrusters.

Gravity satellite to benefit future missions
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The aim of the study, which is being carried out within ESA’s Earth Observation Support to Science Element, has 
little to do with mapping the gravity field. Instead, the data are used to learn more about air densities and wind 
speeds that the satellite encounters along its orbital path. 

 

Crosswinds in space from GOCE

The first results of this investigation show fine details of space weather at this altitude, confirming the usefulness 
of the GOCE instruments for this additional application.

The information has many practical uses relating to estimating how 
long a satellite will function in space, establishing propellant budgets, 
optimising mission orbits, planning reentry operations and avoiding 
collisions with space debris.

The density and wind data will soon be ready for further analysis by 
experts in upper atmospheric and space physics.

The GOCE density measurements are lower than those predicted by 
models. This is in line with the results of other recent investigations, 
which suggest that the upper atmosphere has been cooling and 
contracting over the last decades. 
 
 

GOCE geiod

There was an additional drop in temperature and density around the time GOCE was launched.

The causes of these drops are only partly understood. However, GOCE has benefited from the current 
environment, using far less propellant than predicted.

These measurements will continue to be used to improve our knowledge of the gravity field as well as the upper 
atmosphere. 
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Prof. Reiner Rummel, former Head of the Institute for Astronomical and Physical Geodesy at the Technische 
Universität München, said, "We see a continuous stream of excellent GOCE 
gradiometry data coming in. With each new two-month 
cycle, our GOCE gravity field model is getting better 
and better
.  
“Now the time has come to use GOCE data for science 
and applications. I am particularly excited about the first 
oceanographic results.

"They show that GOCE will give us dynamic topography 
and circulation patterns of the oceans with 
unprecedented quality and resolution. I am confident that 
these results will help improve our understanding of the 
dynamics of world oceans.”

 Volker Liebig, Director of ESA's Earth Observation Programmes said, "Benefiting from a period of exceptional 
low solar activity, GOCE has been able to stay in low orbit and achieve coverage six weeks ahead of schedule.

"This also means that we still have fuel to continue measuring 
gravity until the end of 2012, thereby doubling the life of the 
mission and adding even more precision to the GOCE geoid."

GOCE has achieved many firsts in Earth observation. Its 
gradiometer – six highly sensitive accelerometers measuring 
gravity in 3D – is the first in space.
  
     
It orbits at the lowest altitude of any observation satellite to 
gather the best data on Earth's gravity. The design of this sleek 
one-tonne satellite is unique.

GOCE in orbit

In addition, GOCE uses an innovative ion engine that generates tiny forces to compensate for any drag the 
satellite experiences as it orbits through the remnants of Earth's atmosphere. 
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The origin of our shoes
Until recent years, shoes were not worn by most of the world's population—largely 
because they could not afford them. Only with the advent of mass production, 
making shoes available very cheaply, has shoe-wearing become predominant.

In 1938 archaeologist Luther Cressman (from the University of Oregon) excavated at 
Fort Rock Cave, located in a small volcanic butte approximately half a mile west of the 
Fort Rock volcanic crater in central Oregon.

He found dozens of sandals below a layer of volcanic ash, subsequently determined to 
come from the eruption of the Mt. Mazama volcano 7500 years ago. Named for the 
site where they were first found, Fort Rock-style sandals have since been reported 
from ancient deposits in several Northern Great Basin caves.

Fort Rock sandals are stylistically distinct. They are 
twined and have a flat, close-twined sole, usually with 
five rope warps. Cressman surmised that a tie rope 
attached to one edge of the sole wrapped around the 
ankle and fastened to the opposite edge. 

The world's oldest leather shoe, made from a single 
piece of cowhide laced with a leather cord along seams 
at the front and back, was found in a cave in Armenia 
in 2008 and is believed to date to 3,500 BC. Ötzi the 
Iceman's shoes, dating to 3,300 BC, featured brown 
bearskin bases, deerskin side panels, and a bark-string 
net, which pulled tight around the foot. However, 
tanned leather, the material most commonly used for 
making shoes, does not normally last for thousands of 
years, so shoes were probably in use long before this.

The oldest known 
leather shoe, about 
5500 years old, found in 
Armenia.

Sagebrush bark sandals 
from Fort Rock Cave, 
similar to specimens 
radiocarbon dated from 
10,500-9,300 years old

by Beatrice RescazziPart 1
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In India, tall, knobbed sandals made of water buffalo 
hide called chappli, and a metal and wood paduka have 
keep the foot slightly elevated from the ground for over 
5,000 years.

The Indian Paduka

The Japanese created the geta, a wood soled sandal worn with socks called tabi. For over 2,000 
years, the geta has been a clog or platform style sandal, very like a flip-flop that kept the foot 
elevated from dampness and mud.

Ancient Chinese distinguished the main items of dress as "upper clothing", "lower clothing" 
and "foot clothing",  the latter referring to both shoes and socks. In the ancient script 
engraved on bone and tortoise shell it depicts a whole animal hide that has been trimmed and 
stretched out. This would indicate that, at the time written Chinese was being formulated, 
socks and shoes were both related to leather. In ancient times there was, in fact, no distinction 
between shoes and socks. The ancients would protect their feet by cutting out pieces of 
animal hide, wrapping them around their feet, and securing them with leather thongs. 
According to archaeologists, this kind of foot wrapping first appeared in the Old Stone Age.

The earliest pair of leather shoes in existence in China is a 4,000-year-old pair of boots made 
from sheep hide, worn by a mummified female corpse discovered in the ruins of the ancient 
kingdom of Loulan, in the deserts of Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region. The lower and 
upper parts were sewn together using thick hide threads.

The ancient nomads of north China wore boots made from 
a variety of materials. Tibetan boots were made of yak hide, 
the Oroqen people used roe deer hides, and the Hezhen 
people used fish skin. The Huns were more sophisticated 
in their boot-making methods and used sheep wool rolled 
into felt as their basic material.

The 4,000-year-old Chinese pair of boot.
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Sandals are depicted on the tomb reliefs of Ancient Egypt. Beautiful sandals were a status 
symbol, worn by the elite outdoors. Even the Pharaoh did not wear sandals indoors. Though 
most Ancient Egyptians went barefoot, sandals became quite common to those who could 
afford them.
 
Unlike most European shoes, archeological evidence shows that the Ancient Egyptians 
made shoes for the right and left foot.

Ancient Egypt flip-flops 
curled up at the toe.

When Howard Carter discovered and opened the tomb of King Tut (1341 - 1323 BCE) he 
found 93 separate items or fragments of footwear including elaborately decorated flip-flops 
with marquetry veneer.

Along with the inhabitants of India, the ancient Romans were one of the first peoples in 
recorded history to develop a wide range of footwear. The ancient Mesopotamians 
(inhabitants of the region centered in present-day Iraq), Egyptians, and Greeks either went 
barefoot or used simple sandals as their dominant form of footwear. The climate in these 
regions made such footwear choices reasonable. But the more variable climate on the Italian 
peninsula, home to the Etruscans and to the Romans, made wearing sandals or going 
barefoot uncomfortable. These societies developed many different styles of footwear, from 
light sandals for indoor wear to heavy boots for military use or for travel to colder climates. 
Leather was the primary material used for making footwear in ancient Rome. The Romans 
were very skilled at making quality leather from the hides of cows. 

Etruscan sandals and shoes.

The Etruscans, who preceded the Romans in 
creating a fully developed society on the Italian 
peninsula from as early as about 800 B.C.E. , 
developed several different forms of footwear. We 
know little about Etruscan footwear, however, 
because few records of their culture remain. They 
are often referred to as the "mysterious" Etruscans. 
But historians do think that they borrowed footwear 
styles from the Greeks and from the Far East, 
perhaps from the societies of India. The available 
evidence, primarily statues and some wall paintings, 
as well as Roman histories, indicates that the 
Etruscans wore light sandals, slippers made of cloth 
(probably wool), and leather boots that were held 
closed with leather straps. One form of sandal which 
had pointy toes that curled upward seemed to be 
borrowed from eastern Asia. All but this last style 
can be seen in later Roman shoes. 
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Interesting links:

The history of your shoes -    
http://www.shoeinfonet.com/about%20shoes/history/history%20your%20shoes/history%20your
%20shoes.htm 

The 10 Strangest Shoes in Fashion Today - 
http://inventorspot.com/articles/10_strangest_shoes_fashion_today_24497

References:

Wikipedia – www.wikipedia.org; 

University of Oregon - http://pages.uoregon.edu/connolly/FRsandals.htm

Cultural China - http://traditions.cultural-china.com/en/15T2786T8000.html

Gruppo Archeologico del Territorio Cerite - http://www.gatc.it/

Fashion Encyclopedia, The ancient World - 
http://www.fashionencyclopedia.com/fashion_costume_culture/The-Ancient-World-
Rome/Roman-Footwear.html

Native American Languages - http://www.native-languages.org/moccasins.htm

CBC News Canada - http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/story/2011/02/03/f-jean-beliveau-walk-
world-peace.html

VIDEOS:

http://youtu.be/QEiVXSoiw1g (University of Oregon Museum of Natural and Cultural History)

http://youtu.be/lmNPL1Akpug (Bound Chinese's foot and shoe)

The conclusion of the story will be published in the March issue of the 
IQNexusMag.

End of the part 1
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http://soundcloud.com/jase-munn/xstrata-redux



Photographs by
          Jase Munn

Gallery Street 

Old Shell garage in Quorn, South Australia
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Photography by
       Marilyn GrimbleFlasher

Old man of the park
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http://www.photoblog.com/marilynx
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Photographs by
          Stan Riha

“Rainy day on a pond.”
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http://pictify.com/user/Standa
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Theresa Brinker 

Loves 

of 
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Representative products and gifts for IIS and IQNexus 
members and friends.

If you like the Magazine and want to join us,
try the IIS website http://www.iisiq.org/Admissions.htm

or the ePiq website http://www.epiqsociety.net/admissions.htm

http://www.cafepress.ca/IISIQ

http://www.cafepress.ca/IQNexusShopping

On site                

Depicted below is a few samples of available products 
from a larger array of products and options to choose from.
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